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The Mummy

Aliens

Hippie

Fire Fighter

Speed King

Beast Master

Voyager

Wizard

Zombie
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I'm into puzzle platformers and the truth is I got disappointed by this one.

First, it's a very short game, it takes 2-3 hours to finish everything and it has not really challenging puzzles. It's very linear too,
so you better not get stuck somewhere because you are forced to progress solving one puzzle after another.

Second, it has a few action-platformer and adventure elements but doesn't succeed at these either as they are
developed/presented in a very simple way and are not original at all.

Finally, although I felt it had potential at first, the game mechanics turn out to be too simple to create complex and interesting
puzzles and probably that's why they ended up with this short and easy game. Anyway, I believe they could have made better
puzzles.

Don't get me wrong, it's not a bad game and it's even entertainig, but for a similar price there are way better and more
interesting puzzle platformers out there such as Teslagrad, The Swapper, Braid, Limbo or Blocks That Matter.. This game is
pretty awesome! Great fun if you have a few people to come over and play it with you. Controls are smooth and all around its a
pretty fun rediculous game. My only real complaint is that the shots can take a bit too long to charge up with how easy it is to
defend. Personally I think just a bit faster charge and the game would be perfect. Has a good oldschool feel to it and all the
different players seems fairly well balanced except for the baseball player feels a bit weak as his shot is even slower to get off
than all the rest. I also feel the price is a bit high, $10 is about where I feel would be good value for the game. Overall I would
give this game 8\/10.. All important problems and bugs in this game are already written down by others.

I'd like to recommend this game if there will be some mayor game improvments and bug fixes.. Great Game although it has
some bugs that could use a fixing but its a new game so i dont blame them.. Challenging and not for everyone, but fun once you
get the hang of it.. Will help you sleep.. Good continuation of the original survival horror series, prior to Resident Evil. As a
reviewer said, it's a RE Clone - No, it's not. AitD predates RE, with this entry having an update of graphics that are significantly
better than it's DOS predecessors. The developers of AitD showed off their game to developers back in the early 90s, including
SEGA and Capcom. Capcom copied their gameplay mechanics with the original RE games; Frederic Raynal (Game developer
of AitD) won a legal case against Capcom for copyright: 
https:\/\/twitter.com\/VGDensetsu\/status\/776792748607283200\/photo\/1 Now all of you know, beyond personal opinion, that
AitD was the original. Aside from this fact, these developers took this series into great depth by allowing you to create traps, use
regular items as weapons, as well as block doors by pushing environmental objects in the way. This particular title may not have
those features as the original, however, this game is good on it's own, it's just better to understand that this series is it's own
formula, not a RE copy. As for this entry being unplayable, previous reviewers haven't patched their games to run on Windows
10; here to confirm it works, so I do recommend these hidden gems (AitD 1 - 4) for anyone who enjoys retro gaming, as well as
anyone who would like to experience the roots of survival horror.

Windows 10 fix:
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/259190\/discussions\/0\/357287935551283008\/

ENGLISH PATCH NEW
http:\/\/www111.zippyshare.com\/v\/qHicJvAv\/file.html. I'd love my 0.49 cents back for this. Seriously. First, this game is
unable to be set up for full-screen. An instand annoyance but, eh, whatever. Second, in order for the rats to actually move, you
have to build the bridge exactly as orchestrated in hints. How are you even supposed to know what those parameters are without
screenshotting each step along the way? Even if a bridge design is viable, the rats refuse to move and just stand there. Horrible
game. I much prefered the Bridge Constructor Portal game over whatever this was supposed to be.. Very fun and addicting
demolition game. Very original plot also!
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Great game with a very in depth story. Character development is well thought out as well. Battles may be a little easy, with few
being challenging, but the game is great nonetheless. Highly recommend.. A truly unique storyline with extraordinary detail in
the drawings.

With charm and wit the different characters come to life throughout the game.

Loving playing Quote so far.

Highly recommended!. The game feels like it needs a whole lot of polish and added depth, it also feels like they should have
picked a direction for their game and stuck with it. As it stands you'll get maybe an hour of playtime before it becomes boring
or tedious.. pretty good game. bit Dungeon III is the definition of what a class S Pixel MORPG should look like. Notice other
games like class C Hero Siege that has pixels but doesn't implement with scale, so everything seems slightly disproportionate...
Well anyways back to bit Dungeon III; Yes it has some bugs, but as it is now, I still say YES! Because it just needs one patch to
be the best souls like Hardcore NG+ 2D Pixel Invasion PVP procedural generation Action Adventure MORPG in existence...
bit Dungeon is really fun to play and I enjoy it.. I don't know about the rest of you guys, but I started the game in the middle of
an empty parking lot. Somewhere off in the distance I could see a bus terminal on the edge of the mile-wide parking lot.

10/10 Walking Simulator. Entertaining puzzle game; some of the enemies can be quite frustrating depending on if you luck out
with the puzzle gems.. nice game
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